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Project Big6™ and Super3™: Visual Ranking

Big6™ Steps: Task Definition, Information Seeking Strategies, Evaluation

Synopsis: Students and teachers use the Intel Visual Ranking tool to clarify the task,

assessment criteria, or identify information seeking strategies.

Objective: Students analyze and clarify the information need, assessment criteria, or

information seeking strategies based on classroom discussions and online comparisons

with peers.

Visual Ranking is a free online tool that allows students and teachers to rank objective or

subjective items and compare answers across teams or individuals. Here is a sample:

If you would like help in creating your own Visual Ranking classroom, you may use this

activity or visit the online tutorial at

http://www97.intel.com/DISCOVER/WebTools/VisualRanking/VR_Tutorial1/default.aspx
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Process:

Before the classroom discussion to clarify the task or strategies, register and set up a

Visual Ranking classroom at

http://www97.intel.com/discover/WebTools/VisualRanking/VR_TOC/default.aspx

ß Look for the blue tabs at the top of the

screen. Go to Workspace. Register

yourself by clicking on the Register

button.

ß Enter the required information,

including Teacher ID and password.

Your Teacher ID will be used by

you and your students, so choose

accordingly.

ß Click Submit.

ß Once you’ve received your registration

confirmation, you can set up your

project in the Workspace. Your setup

will have two sections: the project and

the team.

ß Click on Manage Project >> Set up

new Visual Ranking Project.

ß Enter the Project Name, Description, and Prompt.

ß You can leave the List to Sort in the ranking activity blank for now. The classroom

discussion will provide you with the items for ranking.

ß Make sure that Show Correlation. . . is checked.

ß Click on Submit. You’ll return to the Workspace shortly.

ß Look for the section marked Student Teams. Click on the number—it should be

zero.
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ß Enter a Team ID and assign

Team Members. You can see

in the sample to the right

what teams look like. (At the

bottom you’ll see a number of

teams, their passwords, and

ID’s.)

ß Assign a password for your

team.

ß Click on Submit.

ß Repeat for additional teams.

ß When you have created your

teams, check the Assign box for each team you wish to assign.

ß Click on Assign Checked Teams.

The remaining process should cover two days. One day in the classroom and one where students

are able to access computers in a lab or through a classroom rotation.

ß Brainstorm and discuss with your students. If you are using this activity for Task

Definition, record their ideas concerning the process and the task itself. Don’t make

any judgments at this point. This discussion will also help to prioritize assessment

and evaluation criteria if you focus on what will constitute a quality “answer” to your

messy question.

ß If you are using this activity for Information Seeking Strategies, record their ideas

for sources, alternatives, and techniques for finding information. Don’t make any

judgments at this point.

NOTE: Visual Ranking will allow you to enter 16 items in your List to Sort, so you may need to

do some prioritizing during the discussion.
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ß Before the next class session, you’ll need to enter your list to sort. You can have up

to 16 items in your list.

o Log in to Visual Ranking and click on Project Name to edit.

o Enter your list to sort. (You can have up to 16 items. Put each item on a new

line.)

ß During a subsequent class session, ask

teams of students to log in to Visual

Ranking using the Teacher ID, Team ID,

and password you created. They can

access the login screen here:

http://www97.intel.com/DISCOVER/WebTools/StudentLogin/default.aspx?vr=1

ß Working as teams, they should rank

and clarify their answers using

comments. The comment may be

added by double clicking on an item.

(It’s a good idea to set a time limit

for this initial ranking. 10 to 15

minutes should be sufficient.)
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ß Once the group has completed its initial work, they should compare their answers

with others by clicking on the Compare button. Students can compare to individual

groups or to the Class Average.

ß When students have had

opportunities to compare their

answers, they should return to

their own lists and make any

changes they see necessary (5

minutes).

ß To complete your discussion of

Task Definition, use the class

average ranking. Discuss the

final process and product with

your students and print out the average to use as a reference in your classroom. For

example, in the sample above, the class average shows that “copyright compliance”

is the least important. Instructors can use this information as a teaching and

assessment opportunity.

ß If you asked students to prioritize what constitutes a quality answer, work with the

class to create your assessment tools.

ß To complete your discussion of Information Seeking Strategies, use the class

average ranking. In the case of information seeking strategies, the ranking can offer

information about where students might need more assistance in finding materials.

For example, if they ranked Badgerlink low and Google high, they might be missing a

strong information source. In addition, it offers the teacher an assessment

point—how well do students understand the task and where they might find

information?


